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Abstract. Given a set P of n points on which facilities can be placed
and an integer k, we want to place k facilities on some points so that the
minimum distance between facilities is maximized. The problem is called
the k-dispersion problem. In this paper we consider the 3-dispersion prob-
lem when P is a set of points on a plane. Note that the 2-dispersion
problem corresponds to the diameter problem. We give an O(n) time al-
gorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem in the L∞ metric, and an O(n)
time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem in the L1 metric. Also
we give an O(n2 logn) time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem
in the L2 metric.
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1 Introduction

The facility location problem and many of its variants have been studied [9, 10].
Typically, given a set of points on which facilities can be placed and an integer
k, we want to place k facilities on some points so that a designated function on
distance is minimized. By contrast in the dispersion problem, we want to place
facilities so that a designated function on distance is maximized.

The intuition of the problem is as follows. Assume that we are planning to
open several chain stores in a city. We wish to locate the stores mutually far
away from each other to avoid self-competition. So we wish to find k points so
that the minimum distance between them is maximized. See more applications,
including result diversification, in [7, 17, 18].

Now we define the max-min k-dispersion problem. Given a set P of n possible
points, a distance function d for each pair of points (we assume that d is a
symmetric nonnegative function satisfying d(p, p) = 0 for all p ∈ P ), and an
integer k with k � n, we wish to find a subset S ⊂ P with |S| = k such that
the cost cost(S) = min{u,v}⊂S{d(u, v)} is maximized. Such a set S is called a k-
dispersion of P . This is the max-min version of the k-dispersion problem [17, 19].



For the max-sum version see [4–8, 12, 15, 17], and for a variety of related problems
see [4, 8]. The max-min k-dispersion problem is NP-hard even when the triangle
inequality is satisfied [11, 19]. An exponential time exact algorithm for the max-
min k-dispersion problem is known [2]. The running time is O(nωk/3 log n), where
ω < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent.

A geometric version of the problem in D-dimensional space can be solved in
O(kn) time for D = 1 (if the order of points in P on the line is given) and is NP-
hard for D = 2 [19]. The running time for D = 1 was improved to O(n log log n)
[3] (if the order of points in P on the line is given) by the sorted matrix search
method [13] (see a good survey for the sorted matrix search method in [1, Section
3.3]), then O(n) [2] by a reduction to the path partitioning problem [13]. Ravi et
al. [17] proved that the max-min k-dispersion problem cannot be approximated
within any constant factor in polynomial time, and cannot be approximated
within a factor of two in polynomial time when the distance satisfies the triangle
inequality, unless P = NP. They also gave a polynomial-time algorithm with
approximation ratio two when the triangle inequality is satisfied.

In this paper we consider the case k = 3, namely the max-min 3-dispersion
problem, when a set P of n points lie on a plane. Note that the 2-dispersion of
P corresponds to the diameter of P , and one can compute it in O(n log n) time
[14].

We first study the case where d is the L∞ metric. We give an algorithm to
compute the 3-dispersion of P in O(n) time.

Then we study the case where d is the L1 metric. We show that a similar
algorithm can compute the 3-dispersion of P in O(n) time.

Finally we study the case where d is the L2 metric. We give an algorithm
to compute the 3-dispersion of P in O(n2 log n) time. By slightly improving
the algorithm we can also compute the 3-dispersion of P in dimension D in
O(Dn2 + Tn log n) time where T is the time to compute the diameter of n
points in dimension D.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an O(n)
time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem if d is the L∞ metric. Section
3 gives an O(n) time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem if d is the L1

metric. Section 4 gives an O(n2 log n) time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion
problem if d is the L2 metric. Finally Section 5 is a conclusion.

2 3-dispersion in L∞ metric

In this section we give an O(n) time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem
if P is a set of n points on a plane and d is the L∞ metric.

Let P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} and assume x(p1) ≥ x(p2) ≥ · · · ≥ x(pn). Let
S = {pa, pb, pc} be a 3-dispersion of P . We say that a pair (pu, pv) in P is type-
H if d(pu, pv) = |x(pu) − x(pv)|, and type-V otherwise. We have the following
four cases for S. Let E = {(pa, pb), (pb, pc), (pc, pa)}.
Case 1: All three pairs in E are type-H.
Case 2: Two pairs in E are type-H and one pair in E is type-V .
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Case 3: Two pairs in E are type-V and one pair in E is type-H.
Case 4: All three pairs in E are type-V .

Our algorithm computes three points having the maximum cost for each case,
then chooses the maximum one among those four solutions, as a 3-dispersion.
Now we consider how to compute a 3-dispersion S restricted for each case.
Case 1: All three pairs in E are type-H.

The solution consists of (1) the leftmost point pn in P , (2) the rightmost
point p1 in P , and (3) the point pm in P which is the closest points to the
midpoint between p1 and pn.

One can find pn and p1 in O(n) time, then find pm in O(n) time.
Thus we can compute a 3-dispersion S = {p1, pm, pn} of P in O(n) time if S

is Case 1.
Case 2: Two pairs in E are type-H and one pair in E is type-V .

Let S = {pa, pb, pc} be a 3-dispersion with x(pa) ≤ x(pb) ≤ x(pc), and assume
that S is Case 2.

Either (pa, pb) or (pb, pc) is type-V . Note that if (pa, pc) is type-V then either
(pa, pb) or (pb, pc) is also type-V , a contradiction. Assume (pb, pc) is type-V . The
other case is symmetrical. Let Pi = {p1, p2, · · · , pi} be the subset of P consisting
of the rightmost i points in P . We have the following two lemmas.

Lemma 1. There is a 3-dispersion S = {pa, pb, pc} such that pa is the leftmost
point pn in P .

Proof. Otherwise let S′ be {pn, pb, pc}, which is derived from S by replacing
pa with the leftmost points pn in P . Since (pa, pb) and (pa, pc) are type-H,
cost(S′) ≥ cost(S) holds. If cost(S′) = cost(S) then the claim is satisfied. If
cost(S′) > cost(S) then S is not a 3-dispersion, a contradiction. (Note that S′

may not be Case 2.)

Lemma 2. There is a 3-dispersion S = {pa, pb, pc} satisfying the following. Let
pi = pb. If y(pb) ≤ y(pc) then pb is a lowest point in Pi and pc is a highest point
in Pi. If y(pb) > y(pc) then pb is a highest point in Pi and pc is a lowest point
in Pi.

Proof. Assume that y(pb) ≤ y(pc) but pb is not the lowest point p` in Pi. Then
let S′ be {pa, p`, pc}, which is derived from S by replacing pb with p`. Since
(pb, pc) is type-V , now cost(S′) ≥ cost(S) holds. If cost(S′) = cost(S) then the
claim is satisfied for some Pb′ with b′ < b. If cost(S′) > cost(S) then S is not a
3-dispersion, a contradiction. (Note that S′ may not be Case 2.)

Similar for the other case.

Let hi be the highest point in Pi and `i the lowest point in Pi.
If {pa, pb, pc} is a 3-dispersion of P , x(pa) ≤ x(pb) ≤ x(pc), (pb, pc) is type-V

and {pa, pb, pc} is Case 2, then pa = pn, and {pb, pc} = {hi, `i} for pb = pi. See
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. An illustration for Case 2.

We first compute min{d(pa, pi), d(hi, `i)} for each i, then choose the maxi-
mum one among them satisfying pi ∈ {hi, `i}. It corresponds to a 3-dispersion
{pa, pb, pc} of P , since d(pa, pi) = min{d(pa, pb), d(pa, pc)} and d(hi, `i) = d(pb, pc).

We can compute a 3-dispersion {pa, pb, pc} by binary search as follows.
First we sort P by x-coordinates in O(n log n) time.
By scanning P from right to left we can compute the highest point hi and

the lowest point `i in each Pi with 1 ≤ i ≤ n in O(n) time in total. We also
compute d(pn, pi) for each i with 0 < i < n in O(n) time in total.

Now we compute maxi min{d(pa, pi), d(hi, `i)}. Clearly d(pa = pn, pi) is
monotonically decreasing with respect to i and d(hi, `i) is monotonically in-
creasing with respect to i. Then by binary search we can compute the optimal i
with S = {pa = pn, hi, `i} having the maximum cost min{d(pn, pi), d(hi, `i)} in
log n stages. Each stage of the binary search requires O(1) time.

Thus we can compute a 3-dispersion S in O(n log n) time in total if S is Case
2.
Case 3: Two pairs in E are type-V and one pair in E is type-H.

Similar to Case 2. Swap x and y axes.
Case 4: All three pairs in E are type-V .

Similar to Case 1. Swap x and y axes.

We have the following lemma.

Lemma 3. If P is a set of n points on a plane and d is the L∞ metric then
one can solve the max-min 3-dispersion problem in O(n log n) time.

We can improve the running time to O(n) by removing the sort in Cases 2
and 3. The binary search proceeds as follows. In the j-th stage we have a set I of
points having consecutive x-coordinates containing optimal pi and |I| = n/2j−1.
We find the median pj′ in I in O(n/2j−1) time by the linear-time median-finding
algorithm. Then find the highest point hj and the lowest point `j in the right half
points of I consisting of n/2j points in O(n/2j) time. By the two points hj and
`j above and the hi, `i of a suitable preceding stage i we can compute the hj′ , `j′
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of current Pj′ in constant time. Depending on the result of d(pa, pj′) < d(hj′ , `j′)
we proceed to the next stage with suitable parameters.

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. If P is a set of n points on a plane and d is the L∞ metric then
one can solve the max-min 3-dispersion problem in O(n) time.

We cannot simply generalize the algorithm to 3-dimension since there is an
example in which any 3-dispersion has no points with an extreme coordinate
value. Let P = {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (−1, 0, 0), (0,−1, 0), (0, 0,−1), (0.9,−0.9, 0),
(0, 0.9,−0.9), (−0.9, 0, 0.9)} then the 3-dispersion of P is {(0.9,−0.9, 0), (0, 0.9,−0.9),
(−0.9, 0, 0.9)}, and none of which has an extreme coordinate value.

We now give an O(n log n) time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem
in 3-dimension.

We say a pair (pu, pv) in P is type-X if d(pu, pv) = |x(pu)− x(pv)|, type-Y if
d(pu, pv) = |y(pu)−y(pv)| and |y(pu)−y(pv)| > |x(pu)−x(pv)|, type-Z otherwise.

Let P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} be the set of points in 3-dimensional space, and let
S = {pa, pb, pc} be the 3-dispersion of P .

We have 33 cases for S. Let E = {(pa, pb), (pb, pc), (pc, pa)}.
Case 1: (pa, pb) is type-X, (pa, pc) is type-Y and (pb, pc) is type-Z.

We have eight subcases for S depending on the order of pa, pb, pc on each
coordinate.
Case 1(a): x(pa) ≤ x(pb), y(pa) ≤ y(pc), and z(pb) ≤ z(pc). (The other cases
are similar so omitted.)

Fix pa. We wish to compute three points {pa, pb, pc} with the maximum d
satisfying min{x(pb) − x(pa), y(pc) − y(pa)} = d, and z(pc) − z(pb) ≥ d. Each
candidate value for d is the distance between pa and a point in P , so the number
of such values is at most n. By binary search we are going to find the maximum
such d. We now need some definitions.

We sort the points with their x-coordinates in O(n log n) time. Similarly
sort the points with their y-coordinates. Assume that P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} =
{p′1, p

′

2, · · · , p
′

n}, x(p1) ≥ x(p2) ≥ · · · ≥ x(pn), and y(p
′

1) ≥ y(p
′

2) ≥ · · · ≥ y(p
′

n).
Let Bi = {p|x(p) ≥ x(pi)} and Cj = {p|y(p) ≥ y(p

′

j)}. We compute a table
TB as a preprocessing step so that TB(i) = min{z(p)|p ∈ Bi}. Similarly we
compute a table TC as a preprocessing step so that TC(j) = max{z(p)|p ∈ Cj}.
We need O(n) time for these tables.

We maintain the set Pb of candidates for pb. Initially we set Pb = {p|x(p) >
x(pa)}. Similarly we maintain the set Pc of candidates for pc. Initially we set
Pc = {p|y(p) > y(pa)}.

The binary search proceeds the following way.
Let pb′ be the point in Pb having the median of x-coordinate, and p

′

c′ be

the point in Pc having the median of y-coordinate. Let d
′

= min{x(pb′) −
x(pa), y(p

′

c′) − y(pa)}. Assume d
′

= x(pb′) − x(pa). (The other case is similar.)

If TC(c′) − TB(b′) ≥ d
′

then there exists (pa, pb, pc) satisfying (1) min{x(pb) −
x(pa), y(pc) − y(pa)} ≥ d

′
, and (2) z(pc) − z(pb) ≥ d

′
. Now b′ ≥ b and c′ ≥ c

hold. In this case we can halve the size of the two candidate sets Pb and Pc,
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respectively. If TC(c′) − TB(b′) < d
′

then there is no {pa, pb, pc} with cost d′,
so b′ < b holds for a 3-dispersion {pa, pb, pc}, and we can halve the size of the
candidate set Pb.

Thus by binary search we can find the maximum d in at most 2 log n stages.
In each stage we can compute TC(c′)− TB(b′) in O(1) time.

We need to compute above for each possible pa. Thus the running time for
Case 1 is O(n log n).

The other cases are similar so omitted. Since the number of cases is a constant
the total running time is O(n log n).

3 3-dispersion in L1

In this section we give an O(n) time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem
when P is a set of n points on a plane and d is the L1 metric.

We consider four coordinate systems each of which is derived from the original
coordinate system by rotating 45, 135, 225 or 315 degrees clockwise around the
origin. We can observe that there is a 3-dispersion of P containing a point having
extreme x-coordinate in one of those four coordinate systems. Note that each
coordinate system has two extreme points for x-coordinates. We only explain 45
degree case with the point having the minimum x-coordinate. Other cases are
similar.

Let x′ and y′ be the coordinates of the rotated coordinate system. Let P =
{p1, p2, · · · , pn} and assume x′(p1) ≥ x′(p2) ≥ · · · ≥ x′(pn). Let S = {pa, pb, pc}
be the 3-dispersion of P with x′(pa) ≤ x′(pb) ≤ x′(pc) and pa = pn is the point
having the minimum x′-coordinate.

We say two points (pu, pv) with x′(pu) ≤ x′(pv) in P are type-U (upward) if
y(pu) ≤ y(pv), and type-D (downward) otherwise.

We compute the optimal i∗, which is the i with the maximum
min{d(pa, pi), diam(Pi)}, where pi is the i-th farthest point from pa in the L1

metric and diam(Pi) is the diameter of Pi where Pi = {p1, p2, · · · pi} is the subset
of P consisting of the i farthest points from pn = pa in P . Let pb and pc be the
points corresponding to the diameter of Pi. See Fig. 2. If pb and pc are type-U
then pb is the point with the minimum y′(pb) in Pi and pc is the point with the
maximum y′(pb) in Pi. If pb and pc are type-D then pb is the point pi with the
minimum x′(pb) in Pi and pc is the point p1 with the maximum x′(pc) in Pi.

Similar to the L∞ metric case, we can compute a max-min 3-dispersion of P
in O(n) time, by binary search with the linear-time median-finding algorithm.

Now we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. If P is a set of n points on a plane and d is the L1 metric then
one can solve the max-min 3-dispersion problem in O(n) time.

4 3-dispersion in L2 metric

In this section we design an O(n2 log n) time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion
problem when P is a set of n points on a plane and d is the L2 metric.
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Fig. 2. Illustrations for the diameter of Pi in the L1 metric with (a) type-U and (b)
type-D.

Let S = {pa, pb, pc} be a 3-dispersion of P , and assume that d(pb, pc) is the
shortest one among {d(pa, pb), d(pb, pc), d(pc, pa)}, d(pa, pb) ≤ d(pa, pc) and pb is
the i-th farthest point from pa in P . Let Pi = {p1, p2, · · · , pi} be the subset of
P consisting of the i farthest points from pa. We have the following lemma. Let
diam(P ) be the diameter of P .

Lemma 4. d(pb, pc) = diam(Pi).

Proof. Otherwise there are pb′ , pc′ ∈ Pi with diam(Pi) = d(pb′ , pc′). Let S′ =
{pa, pb′ , pc′}. Now d(pa, pb) ≤ d(pa, pb′), d(pa, pb) ≤ d(pa, pc′), and d(pb, pc) <
d(pb′ , pc′) hold. Thus cost(S) < cost(S′), a contradiction.

Thus if we compute i maximizing min{d(pa, pi), diam(Pi)} for each pa, then
choose the maximum one, it corresponds to a 3-dispersion of P .

For a fixed pa we can compute the optimal i∗ with the maximum
min{d(pa, pi∗), diam(Pi∗)} by binary search, as follows.

Clearly d(pa, pi) is monotonically decreasing with respect to i and diam(Pi)
is monotonically increasing with respect to i.

First we sort the points in P by the distance from pa. Then we are going to
find the optimal i∗. First set I = [1, n].

In the j-th stage we check for the median i in I consisting of n/2j−1 num-
bers containing i∗, whether d(pa, pi) < diam(Pi) or not. For the check we first
compute the convex hull Cj of Pi by constructing the convex hull of suitable
n/2j points in O((n/2j) log n) time, then possibly merging it to suitable Cj′

with j
′
< j in O(n) time. Using Cj we can compute diam(Pi) in O(n) time.

Depending on the result of d(pa, pi) < diam(Pi) we proceed to the next stage
with suitable parameters.

Since the number of stages is at most log n, the total running time for a fixed
pa is O(n log n).

We have the following theorem.
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Fig. 3. A 3-dispersion may contain no corner points of the convex hull of P .

Theorem 3. If P is a set of n points on a plane and d is the L2 metric then
one can solve the max-min 3-dispersion problem in O(n2 log n) time.

If any P has a 3-dispersion with at least one point on the corner points of the
convex hull of P then we can check pa only for the corner points of the convex
hull of P . However there is a counterexample. See Fig. 3, in which {p5, p6, p7} is
a 3-dispersion. Note that the dotted circles have centers at p6 and p7 with radius
d(p5, p6) = d(p6, p7) = d(p7, p5) and so d(p6, p7) > d(p2, p7) = d(p3, p6) holds.

By generalizing the algorithm to dimension D we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4. If P is a set of n points in dimension D and d is the L2 metric
then one can solve the max-min 3-dispersion problem in O(Dn2+Tn log n) time,
where T is the time to compute the diameter of n points in dimension D.

Note that for a fixed pa we need to compute medians in O(Dn)+O(Dn/2)+
O(Dn/22) + · · · = O(Dn) time.

One can compute the diameter of n points in 3-dimension in O(n log n)
time [16]. So we can compute a 3-dispersion of n points in 3-dimension in
O(n2 log2 n) time, which is faster than the O(nωk/3 log n) time algorithm [2]
for k = 3. The diameter of n points in dimension D can be computed in time
O(n2−a(k)(log n)1−a(k)), where a(k) = 2−(k+1) [20]. So we can compute the 3-
dispersion of n points in dimension D in o(n3) time for any D.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we have designed some algorithms to solve the 3-dispersion problem
for a set of points on a plane. We have designed O(n) time algorithms to solve
the 3-dispersion problem when d is the L∞ metric or the L1 metric. Also we
have designed an O(n2 log n) time algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem
when d is the L2 metric.

Given a set P of points on a plane the diameter problem finds a pair (u, v)
of points in P with the maximum d(u, v). Thus the diameter corresponds to the
2-dispersion of P . There is a linear time reduction from the diameter problem to
the 3-dispersion problem with the L2 metric, as follows. Given P we append a
dummy point p′ so that it is far enough from P . Then a 3-dispersion of P ∪{p′}
always contains p′ and the other two points correspond to the diameter of P . It
is known that any algorithm to solve the diameter problem requires Ω(n log n)
time [14]. Thus any algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem with the L2

metric requires Ω(n log n) time. Therefore there is a chance to either design a
faster algorithm to solve the 3-dispersion problem with the L2 metric, or show
a greater lower bound.

For a set P of points in a metric space we can compute the 3-dispersion
of P as follows. By replacing (+, ·) to (max,min) in the matrix multiplication
algorithm we can compute maxc{min{d(pa, pc), d(pb, pc)}} for each pa, pb ∈ P in
O(nω) time. So we can compute min{d(pa, pb),maxc{min{d(pa, pc), d(pb, pc)}}}
for each pa, pb ∈ P in O(nω) time, then choose the maximum one among them
as a 3-dispersion. Thus we can compute a 3-dispersion of n points in a metric
space in O(nω) time, where ω < 2.373.
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